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SILVER SCREEN

Armstrong baseball takes
series against Philadelpia
University.

'Oz the Great and
Powerful'
does the trick
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GREEN FOR A DAY

Crime
Blotter

Armstrong, Savannah celebrate I 89th St. Patricks's D ay Parade
BY REILLY MESCO

»

news.inkwell@gmail.com
Another St. Patrick's Day in
Savannah has come and gone, and
things appear to be getting back
to normal. Despite fewer people
attending this year's festivities th an
expected, it isbeing called one of the
more successful parades that the city
has held.
The parade started off with
Armstrong alumnus Jimmy Ray, the
Grand Marshal of the 189th parade,
receiving a blessing in front of St.
John the Baptist cathedral, festively
outfitted in' the recognizable green
blazer that all of the Hibernian
Society of Savannah members wear.
Plenty of pirates were present
downtown on St. Patrick's, both
as participants and spectators.
Armstrong's pirate ship-shaped
float, apdy named "The Armstrong
Atlantic" was one of the many floats
in die parade, with Captain George
the mascot riding front and center.
Former Armstrong student Katie
Balcom was one of the dozens
of parade-watchers on March 16,
and always enjoys celebraring local
tradition.
"I enjoy going downtown to
celebrate with my friends and
keep the Savannah tradition alive.
Honesdy, the best part of the
festivities is peo ple watching. There
is neve r a shortage of something to
do in the downtown area between
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Photos by Alex Pirtle

Students wave while aboard the University's parade float, "The Armstrong Atlantic," March 16.

Broughton Street, City Market or
River Street," Balcom said. "I've
attended the parade every year
since 1 was young. It was a family
tradition."
It's definitely a holiday rooted in
tradition, what with the greening
of the fountains all over the city
and the waking up at the crack of
dawn to get a prime spot on one of
Savannah's squares.
Georgia
Southern
student
Hannah Filson has been coming

to the same spot on Oglethorpe
Square for several years now. She
and her friends woke up at 2:15 to
get a spot, which can be difficult to
get if you're not prepared to run for
it as soon as you are legally allowed
to at 6 a.m. Although camping out
for spots was oudawed years ago,
it doesn't quite quell the frenzy of
spot-grabbing.
"My dad's friend has basically
been here since yesterday, sl eeping
in his car," Filson said. "It was crazy,

No butts about it:

people drought we could go in but
then the police came by and made
us all leave again. They wouldn't
let anyone back in the square until
everyone had collected their stuff
and gone to the edges."
Former Armstrong student Maria
Finnocchiaro was also one of those
early birds. It's just tradition at this
point. She arrived at Oglethorpe
square around 3 a.m. to wait for her
chance to grab a spot.
"I've been to every St Paddy's

parade since I've been bom, except
for one when I was 7 and sick. I
fully intend to continue attending
the parade for as long as I am able,"
Finnocchiaro said. "I go downtown
because it is always a blast, getting
to see all the people you care about
having fun and being silly. It's
something I very much enjoy."
It was a relatively tame celebration
compared to former years, according
to police reports. Only 79 arrests
were reported, compared to two years
ago when 190 arrests were reported
over the four-day festival. M ost this
year's arrests took place between 4
p.m. Saturday and 4 a.m. Sunday,
predominantly on the riverfront and
in City Market.
City
officials,
police
and,
downtown businesses will also have
to determine how well the expanded
festival zone worked out for the
city, in addition to the revenue to
brought in by the reintroduction of
$5 wrist bands.
"People swarm to Savannah
because it's known for an outrageous
St. Patrick's Day celebration. The
thing that separates Savannah's St.
Patrick's Day parade is the city wide
and month long dedication to the
Irish heritage- from the greening
of the fountain to the numerous
festivals leading to the main event,"
Balcom said. "People visit because
the want to experience a city that
welcomes them with open arms and
green beer."

BY REILLY M ESCO

news.inkwell@gmail.com
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Playstation, TV stolen
Officer Ray Shatzer re sponded
to a call from dispatch in reference
to a burglary March 4 around 10
p.m. A Compass Point resident
called police after returning to
his dorm and finding his 50-inch
television, PlayStation 3 and
several video games had gone
missing.
Police later arrested two
Armstrong students, Joshua
Fenimore and Nicholas Young,
and charged both individuals
with larceny in connection with
the theft. Deputy Police Chief
Wynn Sullivan could not speak
to the details of how the charged
individuals were apprehended.

Fight breaks out in parking lot
A fight broke out March
2 between three high school
students and a middle-aged adult
in the Sports Center parking
lot, following the Class AAA
state high school basketball
playoff tournament hosted in
Armstrong's Alumni Area.
Officer
Kenneth
Louk
questioned
witnesses
who
said approximately 10 people
were involved in the fight

CRIMEj PAGE &

Armstrong tennis remains dominant

smoking ban still in effect
Armstrong has been a
smoke-free
campus
since
August 2012, yet despite the
ban, an ash urn has appeared
in the International Garden
between Solms and Hawes
halls.
Has the ban been lifted?
No.
Have
tiny
little
chain-smoking elves moved
into the International Garden
and been throwing their
cigarettes on the ground? Not
that Plant Operations is aware
of.
Why then did this ashtray
appear?
The number of cigarette
butts on campus, not only in
the International Garden, has
yet to decrease. According Ashtrays were set up in the pagoda of the International Garden to curb
the littering of butts in the area.
to Phillip Schretter, grounds
superintendent
of
Plant will remain until smoking
Sara
Plaspohl,
assistant
Operations, it was a necessity. stops in that area."
professor of Health Sciences
More than 500 college and leader of the Armstrong
"My staff still spends an
hour a day picking up butts campuses across the country Tobacco Control Task Force
in the International Garden. have enacted 100 percent (TCTF), commented that the
Earlier
this
year
when smoke-free or tobacco-free maintenance of the policy has
one of *hry groundskeepers policies, with the trend steadily to be a group effort.
"[The ashtray] does send
reminded some smokers in the increasing for the past few
International Garden that the years. During the summer of a mixed message, as it is a
campus was smoke-free, one 2011, a taskeforce was created policy violation to use any
of the smokers got in front of to explore the possibility of form of tobacco on campus.
revising Armstrong's tobacco Enforcement
is
always
a
her face and blew smoke in it,
policy
to
strengthen
tobacco
Schretter stated. "The ash urn
in the International Garden control on the campus.
BUTTS| PAGE 6

Compiled from
police reports
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Pablo Gor returns a serve against USU March 9.

the early advantage in their
matches.
(
For the women, the No. 1
doubles team of Aleksandra
Armstrong's tennis teams Filipovski took down their
added four more wins to their opponents with an 8-0 victory.
perfect season over spring The No. 2 duo, Marlen
break. The team kicked off Hacke and Olga Kalodzitsa,
the break taking on non- defeated Julianna Boehm and
conference opponent Valdosta Laura Ubeda 8-2. Clara Perez
State March 9. Both men's and Natasa Vukovic were
and women's teams swept triumphant in the No. 3 slot,
the doubles play giving them winning 8-1.
BY CHARLETTE HALL

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

A part of the team's success
is due to the fact that they
support each other on the
court.
"On court we had 100
percent support for each
other. I know I could count
on any of them," Filipovski
stated. "Individually, we all
have girls who are closer to
us than the rest, [but] at the
end of the day on court we all
support each other and that's
all that matters."
The men's team did away
with their competition as well.
Daniel Regan and Georgi
Rumenov won their doubles
match with the score of 8-3
in the No. 1 spot for the
Pirates. Sven Lalic and Pedro
Scocuglia beat Sebastian Jasyk
and Taamo Haake to claim the
victory in the second doubles
slot, while Jaan Kononov and
Matus Mydia came out on top
of their opponents; 8-1.
Coming into the match,
Valdosta had only won two
matches, but that didn't
stop the Pirates from playing
aggressive.
"Their record didn't bother
us. Yesterday [March 8], we
played against Concordia and
got a good win," Kononov said.
It made us really confident
for today's match."
Both teams played with
confidence as the men won
9-0, and the women only
dropped one match, winning
8-1. The No. 1 player for the

TENNIS| PAGE 6
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Basketball

Pirate baseball wins series against Philadelphia

Women's
vs. *Claytqn State

L, 76-44

Men's
vs. *North Georgia L, 77-75
*Played in Columbus, Ga.

Baseball
vs. USC Aiken
vs. USC Aiken
vs. USC Aiken
vs. Philadelphia
vs. Philadelphia
vs. Philadelphia
vs. Young Harris

vs. Young Harris

W, 7-6
L, 12-8
W, 2-1
L,7-5
W, 6-3
W, 7-4
March 23
at 11 a.m.
at 2 p.m.
March 24
at 12

Softball
W, 10-6
W, 6-1
at Columbus St.
W, 5-1
W, 7-1
at GSW
L, 1-0
W, 10-1
vs. Kutztown
W, 7-2
W, 9-7
vs. Georgia College March 23
at 2 p.m.
at 4 p.m.
at USC Aiken
March 26
at 2 p.m.
at 4 p.m.
at Lander

Tennis
Women's

vs. Valdosta State
W,8-l
vs. *Fresno Pacific
W, 8-1
vs. "Hawaii Pacific
W, 7-2
vs. "Abilene Christian W, 8-1
at Berry
March 22
at 2 p.m.
at Lynn
March 24
at 10 a.m.
vs. Aub.-Montgomery
March 27
at 1 p.m.

Men's
vs. Concordia (NY)
W, 8-1
vs. Valdosta State
W, 9-0
vs. Fresno Pacific
W, 9-0
vs. Hawaii Pacific
W, 9-0
vs. Abilene Christian W, 9-0
at Berry
March 22
at 2 p.m.
at Lynn
March 24
at 10 a.m.
vs. Aub.-Montgomery
March 27
at 1 p.m.
* Played in Las Vegas
"Played in Jacksonville, Fl.

mok

Low prices on;
E-Cigarettes, Cigars,
Candles, Incense,
Posters, Hookahs,
Tobacco and more

BY C HARLETTTE H ALL

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The Pirates' team played a
three-game series against nonconference team Philadelphia
University. The. series kicked
off March 14 with the teams

two-RBI single by Miller to Miller drove in three runs for
Chase Butler, R.J. Dennard
the squad.
make the score 4-2.
and Clayton Miller hit back-to"We just wanted to come
In the fifth inning, Chris
back-to-back RBI singles to put
out
and play with intensity
the Pirates up 5-1.
Zittrouer came up with an RBI
and
look
for good pitches to
single to bring the score.to 5-2.
The Rams were able to get
another run on the board
However, the Rams went on a hit," Woods said.
"I think we just took
in the sixth, but the Pirates
run of their own in the sixth
•
advantage
of our opportunities
answered back by scoring
to make it a one run game.
and
executed
when we needed
one run in the bottom of the John Sczepanski hit an RBI
to,"
Dolan
added.
seventh. The Pirates went on to
double and Shane Yoshiyama
The team knew what to
win the second game 6-3 with
laid down a suicide squeeze
expect
going
up against
Caleb Woods earning the win.
bunt to help score two runs
Philadelphia
and
prepared
"[In the first game], they
for Philadelphia.
accordingly.
capitalized on our mistakes. We
Butler stretched the lead
"We knew going in that
threw well the whole game. Just
for the Pirates in the Bottom
Philadelphia
was going to be
one inning with a few mishaps
of the sixth with a sacrifice
a
good
ball
club,
so we had
killed us," Woods explained.
fly. Then Miller scored in the
to
play
to
our
ability
while
"We didn't want to drop two
bottom of the eighth on an
playing
fundamental
baseball
games this series so we knew we
RBI fielder's choice to make
had to change something and it
the score 7-4. Ethan Bader in order to come out with a
worked out."
got the win for the Pirates W," Sherlin said.
Although
Philadelphia
The teams came back out
while Mitchell Dolan notched
March 15 at Pirate Field to pkfy
his first win of the season as is a non-conference team,
tjie game does count for
the deciding game. Infielder, • reliever.
Cody Sherlin spoke about the
"Basically.my only goal when something.
"These
non-conference
team's game plan beforehand.
I came in was to hold our lead
"We plan on going out
and get a win for the team," games play a key role in
regional
today playing at a high level of
Dolan said. "Coach didn't say determining •
intensity which we can feed off
much but wanted to make sure standings at the end of the
year and also are a good test
of to get the W resulting in us
I w as focused."
preparing us for great Peach
taking two out of three from
The entire team proved
they were focused with a Belt competition," Sherlin
playing a doubleheader at them."
great
overall
performance explained.
Grayson Stadium.
The team did use their
The team still has 27 games
defensively and offensively.
The first match-up was won win from the previous day as
All nine Pirates got at least left on the season and is still
by the. visiting team in a 7-5 momentum as the team got the
one hit. Dennard led the way working on improving.
decision. The Pirates would not early lead on the Rams. Sherlin
"Looking forward, 1 think
in hitting going three-for-four
be out done as they came back got an RBI single in the bottom
we just need to relax and play
on the day.
to win the second game of the of the second to tie the game
day. The game started out close at two but pulled ahead of the
Butler went two-for-four with a desire to win," Dolan
with a pair of doubles and said.
until the fifth inning when Rams in the third thanks to a

Madness I Say!

Armstrong lacrosse scrimmages VSU, seeks players
BY C HARLETTE HAL L

BY DALT ON JOHNSON

Staff Columnist

After a season where the No.
1 team in the country could have
been picked in a game of "Duck,
duck, goose" March Madness
has fewer favorites than potential
upsets this year.
The NCAA tournament is one
of the most exciting sporting events
every year with its ever ending
surprises. After winning the Big
East tournament, Louisville (29-5)
earned die top seed on Selection
Sunday. Joining Louisville with
No. 1 seeds are Gonzaga, Kansas
and Indiana.
In a season where five different
schools held the No. 1 spot,
nobody has a firm grip on cutting
down the nets at the end of the
tournament.
Gonzaga
(31-2)
finished atop the AP poll as the
No. 1 team in the nation for the
first time in school history but
were the last top seed selected and
are not seen as a championship
caliber team due to playing in a
weak conference.
Gonzaga is a new face at the top
of the tournament, and Kentucky
is the odd man out. The Wildcats
became only the 20th team ever
to miss the tournament the
year after winning the national
championship. After losing their
entire starting five, including
the top two picks in the draft
— Anthony Davis and Michael
Kidd-Gilchrist — Kentucky was
once again a Final Cour favorite
with one of the youngest teams in
the nation.
Head coach John Calipari
landed the top recruit in the nation,
Nerlens Noel for this season. After
manning the middle and bringing
back the Kid 'n Play flat top,
Noel tore his ACL and derailed
Kentucky's season and possibly his
draft stock as the top pick.

So, in a year with constant
change atop the polls, who could
be this year's upset-bound teams.
The winner of St. Mary's versus
Middle Tennessee could certainly
go for a run. Either team has the
likes of an upset-minded team, but
Saint Mary's has an even greater
chance. The Gaels are one of the
best 3-point shooting teams in the
nation and have the llth-most
efficient offense in the nation.
Simply put, they are better than
their 11 seed.
In a game that could be a
shootout, look for Belmont to
upset Arizona. Though Arizona
has a height advantage qver
Belmont, they have defensive
weaknesses that will expose
Belmont's strengths. Belmont
ranks second nationally with
a 56.8 effective field goal
percentage, affd Arizona allows
opponents to shoot 36 percent on
3-pointers. At this rate, Ian Clark
who's shooting 46.3 percent from
3-point land, could have a field
day for Belmont.

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Armstrong's
intramural
lacrosse team visited Valdosta
State March 9 to participate in a
scrimmage. Many of the team's
players left for spring break, but
the few who stayed got the help
of some local guys who filled in
for them. It was the team's first
chance to get some real play and
competition this season, but the
team came up short, losing 16-3.
The first half proved tricky for
the club seeing that this is where
Valdosta scored all of their 16
points. The second half is w here
the Armstrong club stepped up
their defense.
"Matthew Dittman was our
defensive player. He was doing
really good about keeping on
his guys and making sure to
keep the pressure on them," said
Chris Timperio, the Armstrong
president over the lacrosse club.
"Our goalie, Stephen -Kennedy,
managed to go the whole second
half without letting any shots
There may not be another in: He was doing really well
mesmerizing performer like Steph considering it was his first time in
Curry was for Davidson when the goal."
he led a 13-seeded Davidson
"We weren't really expecting
to the Elite 8. There are some much. We knew with spring break
players that could put up big that we would only get a few-guys
performances. Curry's brother to come," Dittman said. "Most of
Seth, Ryan Kelly, Shane Larkin, us hadn't done much more than
Victor Oladipo, Ben McElmore, practice for quite some time, so
Trey Burke and Otto Porter Jr. are we were really just trying to play
players from large schools that are a game to prove to ourselves that
capable of "going off."
we could do this."
From small schools, Nate
Timperio scored one of
Wolters from South Dakota Armstrong's three points and had
State and Doug McDermott from. an assist as well. Kenneth Risner
Creighton easily have the ability scored the other two points for
to pull a Steph Curry.
the squad and Pranov Godbole
In the end, when filling out had one assist too.
your brackets, you might as well
"After the first half, we really
put "WRONG" next to your stepped things up and fell into
selections. There will be pacing, a rhythm and started to focus
nail biting and hair pylling, on what we were doing wrong
because this March will be full of and how to correct it," Timperio
madness.
explained.

The lacrosse team battles Valdosta State University over spring break
March 9.

Before the second half, the
There will be two other events
team struggled on offense.
for the team as of right now,
"Our biggest problem was but other events are subject
that the ball was always on the to be scheduled. The next
opposite side of the field. So scrimmage will be held March 30
everytime we would clear it, the in Charleston, S.C. After that,
other team would get it back and they club will participate in a
score," Timperio said. "Also, after tournament at Georgia College
the'first half we saw that our first and State University on April 13
year guys picked things up quite where they will play GCSU, VSU
quick and started to get the hang and Moorehouse.
of what was going on and have .
The development of a presence
some better field presence and on campus is still in the works for
awareness."
the team.
Although the team loss, they
"We are definitely on the
still took away some positives toad to developing a team at
from the match. "The biggest Armstrong. I is a long process,
thing, I'd say, t hat we could take and there are many obstacles that
away from the match is the fulidy we will still have to face," Dittman
of our opponents," Kennedy explained. "The VSU game was
said. 'It should serve as a catalyst a positive experience that has
for us to get where we need to get showed us that it is possible to do
to."
what we are trying to do here."
The team is looking forward
The team practices Thursday
to competing with all of their nights from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and
guys in their next matchup, and Sundays from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
is expecting to use a formulated Tire squad can use some more
game plan. "For the next game, players.
we would like to have a full team
"We are actually looking for
with offensive and defensive kids who play to come out and
strategies," Dittman stated. "Even
join the team, but I feel like this
if we aren't competitive, we want is a problem since the majority
to look like a team, as opposed to of the student body doesn't even
a bunch of lacrosse players that know we have a lacrosse team,"
happen to play together."
Timperio explained.

Located at:
48 West Montgomery
Crossroad Suite 103
Savannah .Georgia

mysmokecityxom
912-920-2255
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OPINIONS
Latin America: The other American Me Campus
Voices
BY HENRY ANCHE TA

2009, President Manuel Ze-

three inches more vertical. This

ington Post's Healthy Living

marked history on its very own

Sfaff Writer

laya of Honduras was stripped

occurrence made big headlines

stated seven out of 10 countries

merit, and it speaks of how the

of his power by order of that

in our science papers, science

in Latin America have people

Catholic faith has finally recog

Have you heard what has

country's Supreme Court and

ruled by us due to NASA.

with upbeat attitudes that make

nized Latin America as the place

and is happening in a neigh

the military of Honduras, a

their living worth the coveting.

of strength for their religion.

borhood near you — not the

military which owed loyalty to

Chilean's

neighborhood

of

English-

And, who could forget the
miners

and

their

Perhaps you heard of the re

These few occurrences dem

Zelaya and not the Supreme

unique 2012 rescue from the

cent Latin American dictator,

onstrate how Latin America is

the

Court, expulsed the president

depths

their burial? The

Hugo Chavez, ex-president of

shaping mankind's history, by

ones south of our border? It

outside of his country. Who

whole world stood still and wait

Venezuela, losing his war against

inserting in the pages of our

seems that Latin America has

could have thought that in the

ed on the merciful hand of di

cancer. Nevertheless, his death

times all these variants that

been stirring up the spotlight

21st century, coups were still

vine providence to intervene in

has brought a renewed sense of

without question will be the

of the news over the last few

around in our hemisphere?

their rescue; how many nations

socialism among his sympathiz

things to study or investigate in

aided in the tragedy with an air

ers, and Venezuela despite the

the future.

speaking

America,

but

of

years. This fame and prompt

Then, the big earthquake of

favor in Latin America is with

Chile in March of 2010, where

of determination to dig out the

end of Chavez, will continue as

out doubt something to look

the 8.8 magnitude shake stole

precious souls from their un

the socialist nation that it is.

at, for it has become the place

from our planet 1.26 microsec

thinkable ordeal?

And who could ignore the lat

tries south of our border, and

where history is being written

onds of its 24 hour day. Earth,

In December of last year, a

est news of the Catholic world,

if you are still skeptical of the

in red hot burning marks.

thus, rotates that much faster,

Gallup Poll of about 150,000

how they have elected the Ar

Latin America favor in regard to

and sunlight is able to shine

from around the globe deter

gentinean Jorge Bergoglio as

human affairs, consider in less

term election

our planet much differently

mined that the happiest people

their maximum leader in the

than three years we shall have

that the last coup in Latin

because the Earth's axis was

on Earth live in Latin America.

Catholic faith. His election as

the Olympic Games in Brazil.

America

forever changed by becoming

The article published by Huff-

the first Latin American pope

See you then.

Consider it was shortly after
Obama's

first

occurred,

when in

Reality of priorities

If there was one thing the
next Student Government
Association
president
should accomplish during
the next term, what
should it be?

History thus, has its conven
tion present in the many coun
"\ think he or she should reach
out to people with mental
and physical disabilities — lik e
provide more events for them."
Kari McMillian,
sophomore/
early childhood education

il

Dear Editor,
When I first read Brittany's article, "Christians should behave
like Christians," I was surprised and delighted to find such a w ell
thought out and personal approach to the issue of hypocrisy. So
now, it alarms me to see h er take so much flak for what, to me,
was a g enerally benevolent article with the aim of finding a c om
mon ground for humanity and putting a s top to religiously fueled
bigotry.

"More free cookouts."
Crystal Scott,
junior,
rehabilitation sciences

Since Brittany was, apparently, not clear enough in her original
article, 1 w ill be: I am not gay, but I am a compassionate hetero
sexual human being who could never bring himself to disparage a
group of people solely for their natural born qualities.
I am also an atheist and while I can't completely relate to the
struggle of being gay, Ican share in some part of it. I, too, am con
demned by the Old Testament to die for who Iam, and I, too, am
demonized by the radical right.

"Free parking for students —
allowing non-commuters to
park in the commuters' parking

I will never pretend like I've had to suffer the hatred and abuse
that most gay individuals have, but Iknow what it feels like to vet a

lot after 5 p.m."
Santiago Tovas,

sneer from strangers or to lose a friend because of who 1 am. Brit

freshman,

tany championed the idea that you don't have to accept homosexu

rehabilitation sciences

ality into your life, but it is the moral and Christian thing to accept
and love those who do.
On the I>MIC of cherry picking. 1 see it as the majority's approach
So massive is America's debt.

our tax dollars currently fund.

So quickly is it accumulating,

$4.8

million

her clarification, I've never seen a single protester outside of a crab

our grandchildren's grandchil

goes to the Wood Utilization

dren will still be paying down

Research organization for ex

the debt we have condemned

ploring the

sustainability in

of women is "cherry picking" then so is the quoting of that oft-

housing, more parking, more

them to.

wood. $17 million goes to the

repeated homophobic mantra that lying with a man as one does

places to hang out — not just the

International Fund for Ireland

with a w oman is a s in. If any value that is cherry picked from the

We may want to consider ac
tion, and we may want to con

to

sider it soon.

ity between unionists and na

An entity with fiscal authority

BY HANNAH SHU TTUCK
Staff Columnist

Meanwhile,

to the Bible on all sides of the issues. As Brittany pointed out in

encourage

companionabil-

shack protesting that equally sinful act.
If Brittany's quoting of passages that advocate the subjugation

Bible is invalid, then there is no basis for a religiously supported
The Bible is a wonderful religious text for its adherents to follow.

should also be held to standards

Grande restoration by former

Throughout my life, Christians have championed the idea of love

of fiscal responsibility. Many ar

representative Pete Domenici, a

as set forth by Jesus - an idea 1 admire. I am not that type secular

gue the federal government has

Republican from New Mexico.

citizen who wishes to squash this expression of spirituality for it's
something Iencourage.

no need to regulate itself solely

$9.45 million for bike paths in

because it is a governing body.

Illinois, Kentucky, Rhode Is

However, if you choose to take the dark road and use the Bible to

land, Wisconsin, Indiana and

support pre-existing bigotries and disarm humanity of their rights,I

Reality is neither patient nor

country is required to function

Ohio, from their respective rep

have no sympathy. By doing this, you have contributed to the regres

forgiving and appears harsh to

the same as all other profit-

resentatives, and $8 million for

sion of civilized society. We must go forward, not hackwaid

those who avoid stubborn facts,

driven organizations are. Just

Bay Area water recycling from

To Brittany, I say t his: You are a wonderful thinker and writer.

like private-sector corporations,

Diane Feinstein, a Democrat

You have a cl ear sense of who you are as a h uman. You have over

convenient. Reality does not fa

government is made up of indi

from California.

come the excluding nature of religion gone bad that you experi

vor those who choose ignorance

viduals bound to the same laws

These types of pet projects,

over giving her the priority she

of spend and make that the rest

known as pork, slipped quietly

deserves.

of humanity is.

in the folds of laws used to pac

You are an adherent of religion whose holy book can be used for

enced and come out still believing in a loving God who loves all of

A body mjist break even, with

ify, sway and distribute taxpayer

love or hate, and you have chosen love. Do not let your attackers

this point, does not acknowl

leeway for credit, or at the very

money discreetly, so as not to

waver your belief system. Take solace in that before our life on Earth

edge reality. That is indeed for

least fall somewhere close to

raise the ire of constituents.

is over, we will see the end to widespread anti-gay bigotry.

tunate for them because reality

meeting its budget.

This country has not passed
a federal spending budget since
the 2009.
Blame

the

Of

course,

first

having

a

call it what it is.
Political.

as we look back on the heroes of the Civil Rights movement. Thank

wise.

Political and foolish.

you for your loving and open-minded tolerance to the minorities of
this country and world.

On the bright side, we know

Republicans.

the president conceived the se

where

Blame the Democrats. Blame

questration and laid it at the

stand.

the president.

feet of Congress. It made cuts

It is inconsequential because
they all have an equal share in
the guilt.
Speaker of the House John
Boehner,

military

and

educational

spending.
Desperate times call for des
perate measures. Or do they?

gained power

The cuts were made where

after the House flipped in the

they were sure to hurt. And

i election

who

to

of 2010, is apparently

they do. Military spending was

our

elected

officials

It's a sad state we find our
selves in, and it calls for serious
intervention.
It may even require the presi

slashed. And the real reason: to

dent to push back his next golf

prove to the American people

ing trip until the country isn't

It is absurd to think that with

a budget is unnecessary, and

teetering on the brink of finan

536 people working on this is

we can't afford to cut anything
else.

cial collapse.

road, and we have gone nowhere

The irony is the military is
the most successful enterprise

"Probably unify the student
body more closely together ...
It would behoove SGA to reach
out to commuter students,to get
them to come to more events,
get better turnouts."
Mario Johnson,
freshman,

Travis Spangenburg

biology

power.

not passing a budget.

and are stuck in financial limbo.

sophomore,
physical therapy

women for the sake of political

looking to make a tradition of

sue, we are five years down the

Lindsey Argroves,

Stay strong and love on,

They are willing to risk the
safety of our military men and

interaction with other schools."

It will become a thing of the past and when history is written, it
will be your brand of Christianity that is looked favorably upon just

budget to measure efficiency is
Instead of passing a budget,

nursing

His creations.

The federal government, at

demands a budget.

Jamila Browner,

"It'd be cool to have more

especially those facts that are in

Call this what you will, Iwill

Student Union."

sophomore,

denial of gay rights.

tionalist. $18 million for Rio

This premise is flawed, as a

"I think a bigger campus, more

Maybe we should hav^* start
ed cuts with sequestering recre

Lettery to th e editor
The I nkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be
350 words or f ewer, and must be signed.

One thing I've noticed is there
isn't that much going on arouna
campus, and there should be
more to do during the week that

Send your letter to Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com. The Inkwell reserves the right to
edit for grammar, spelling and style.

isn't affiliated with Greek life."
Josh Lewis,

ational Air Force One flights.

junior,
theater

Oprmoni evjWHffl by columnists, fetter si t ter $ or cartoonist
roi necessa ilv reflet! the views

y m Inkwell eciior a teare,

JEREMIAH JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief
Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com

CHRISTINA LAMARRE
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Arts.lnkwell@gmail.com

bin? can 91? 344 it t?
VINCENT HAINES
NOW HIRING
Layout Editor
Advertising Manager
Layout.lnkwell@gmail.com
Manager.lnkwell@gmail.com

CAROLINE SMITH
Web Editor
Web.lnkwell@gmail.com
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Printer

REIIIY MESCO
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News.lnkwell@gmail.com

CHARLETTE HALL
Sports Editor
Sports.lnkwell@gmail.com
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Photo.lnkwell@gmail.com

TONY MORRIS
Faculty Adviser
Tony.Morris@armstrong.edu

NOW HIRING
Writers and Photographers

BRITTANY COOK
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Copy.lnkwell@gmail.com
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Distractions
Villians, Heros
and Alter-Egos
DOWN:

ACROSS:

1. Ororo Munroe
2. Dr. Strange's first name
3. Matthew Murdock
4. Doug Ramsey
5. Barry Eames
6. Hank Hall
7. Victor Creed
8. Roy Harper
9. Edward Nygma
10. James Rhodes
11. Bruce Wayne
12. Stan Finch
13. Floyd Lawton
14. Todd Rice
15. Clint Barton
16. Jeanne-Marie Beaubier
17. Donald Blake
18. Tony Stark
19. Mark Sheppard
20. Nathaniel Richards
21. Christine Cord
22. Peter Parker
23. Curt Conners
24. Victor Borkowski
25. Alani Ryan
26. Everett Thomas
27. Ben Grimm
28. Greer Grant
29. Bruce Banner
30. Clark Kent
31. Erik Lehnsherr
32. Bobby Drake
33. James Barnes
34. Nezhno Abidemi
35. Victor Stone
36. Cain Marko
37. Paras Gavaskar
38. ImraArdeen
39. Anna Marie
40. Jessica Jones
41. Lucas Bishop
42. Buddy Baker
43. Susan Storm
44. Sanderson Hawkins
45. Virgil Hawkins
46. Elizabeth Braddock
47. Genesis
48. Pietro Maximoff
49. Jim Corrigan
50. Sarah Rushman
51. Mike Magnus
52. Eddie Brock
53. Andrea Thomas
54. Lucia
55. Augustus
56. Noah Crichton
57. Daniel Dash

1. Janet von Dyne
2. Kitty Pryde
3. Johnny Blaze
4. Melody Guthrie
5. Barbara Wilson
6. Jessica Vale
7. Callie Betto
8. Xi'an "Shan" Coy Manh
9. Amara Aquilla
10. James Nicola Bradley
11. Billy Batson
12. Piotr Rasputin
13. Rhosyn Lynne Forrest
14. Barbara Gordon
15. Anders Nobel
16. Johann Schmidt
17. Marshall Evan Stone III
18. Kyle Rayner
19. Mortimer Toynbee
20. Natalie Wood
21. Scott Summers
22. Jennie-Lynn Hayden
23. Selina Kyle
24. Jim Randall
25. Sidney Green
26. Idie Okonkwo
27. Madison Jeffries
28. Brian Cruz
29. Jean Grey
30. John Henry Irons
31. Tora Olafsdotter
32. Steven Rogers
33. Jared Stevens
34. Rod Reilly
35. Eric Gitter
36. Bart Allen
37. Barnell Bohusk
38. Harvey Dent
39. Kurt Wagner
40. Dick Grayson
41. Alphonsus Lefszycic
42. Jubilation Lee
43. Victor Fries
44. Hank McCoy
45. Oswald Cobblepot
46. Lar Gand
47. Kevin MacTaggart
48. Natasha Romanoff
49. Logan Howlett
50. Ilyana Rasputin
51. Thaddeus Ross
52. Hal Jordan
53. Rachel Roth
54. Diana Prince
55. Victor von Doom
56. Charles Xavier
57. Raven Darkholme
58. Arthur Curry

6 3 9 5
3
4
7
2 8
7
1
3
7
4
8
9
2
6
9
4
8 1
2 3 9
8
1
2
4
6
5
r
rv
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Kakuro is a logic puzzle often referred to as a mathematical
transliteration of a crossword. The object of the puzzle is to insert
a number from one to nine into each white cell. The sum of the
numbers in each column or row will be equal to the number in
the clue box associated with it. Clues for rows are at the top of
clue boxes while clues for columns reside at the bottom. No digit
can be duplicated in any entry.

•

.
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Do you have what it takes to
lead a newsroom or publish
a literary magazine ?

PARK AND STORMY NfDHT,

AND BDIA/ARD HAD ONLY ONE 3AF
REMA/N/A/e ON THE LN/'F/...
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Armstrong's publication board is now accepting applications for the
positions of The Inkwell Editor-in-Chief and Calliope editor for the 20132014 academic year.
The students who fulfill these roies will rece ive a monthly stipend.
Interested applicants should submit their resume through Armstrong's
Career Services office.
.»

If you have questions regarding the editor-in-chief position, contact
JeremiahJohnsonatchief.inkwell@gmail.com.
v

For information about the position of Calliope editor, contact Professor
ChristopherBakeratchristopher.baker@armstrong.edu
Interviews will be conducted the beginning of April.

The deadline for applying Is Wednesday, March 27.
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Whiskey, pushups: Students recognize
Clancy hosts 26th Dangerfield talk
BY KAT IE MADD OX

Staff Writer

Armstrong

BY RYAN DIC KEY

plus hours," said Yolanda Perez, a

Rachel

Staff Writer

senior majoring in Fine Arts, who

Jamieson

won first place for jewelry design

joined Jensen and Pang-Chieh
Hsu in awarding a series of

The

Professor

Frank

Clancy held the 26th Annual
Sebastian Dangerfield Talk March

author J.P. D onleavy's 1955 novel
"The Ginger Man," has become an
Armstrong tradition. Students-and
members of die Irish studies club

gathered after the lecture to discuss
die works over refreshments.

it's coming to an end, so getting

awards. These were awarded for

from Armstrong's John Jensen,

these awards means a lot to me —

various reasons, as determined

an art professor of ceramics and

time well spent."

by the professors for work ethic,

Perez's

regulations, Clancy keeps coming
"For the hell of it," Clancy
said. "I figured back in 1988 that

In closing, Jensen gave few

works of art into the student

design, is part of a t riptych series

and optimistic he is on the way

gallery.

that Perez will be featuring in her
sertior show.

developed since he and his wife

Reading from selected Irish poems, professor Frank Clancy educates
the audience in Jenkins Hall on Irish tradition and heritage.

Clancy has been teaching English

Fellow

senior

Lyndsay

"One of the things that is

it's

felt her time had been well spent.

remarkable is just to see the

to

"I've never considered myself

quality of work and the things

an

an artist at all," Dunning said.

that are happening here that

"I took ceramics basically on a

weren't happening 10 years or

quite

a

making

bit

different

something

requirements

for

message

to

the

whim, more of an elective. It

20 years ago, and it's really quite

ended up really challenging me. I

exciting for us."

of art, finishing it and then

spent many, many hours a day on

completing it is a hard thing to

that pot. It was a lot of fun. It was

and

do. But, to do so and submit

totally worth it.".

of professors like Green, who

out

there

—

baring

just

the

community

but

a

Dunning won first place in the

responsible

Dayna

Anderson,

a

junior

history department, for being
in large part why the fine arts

"I love getting the chance to

the years. He started the lecture

Pensioner," which highlight issues

also going to dae Irish dance

by completing 26 pushups on the

and honorable mentions were

such as a post office being taken

tomorrow to see our friends dance.

awarded

We don't go to the parade though."

categories of medium into which

and it helps justify all the late

the

hours spent in the studio."

very short time.

this talk in a special way and played

Fay

Anderson,

an

old

First

place,

see fellow student's work and
second

according

pieces

were

to

place
the

submitted.

celebrated St. Patrick's Day this

The categories were sculpture,
painting,

drawing,

jewelry,

mixed

a clip on a p rojector of a man in

acquaintance of Clancy, comes to

club

Savannah every year in March wida

celebrating Yeats, whiskey and St.

liquor in a grocery cart.

her husband to celebrate her Irish

Patrick chasing the snakes out of

heritage.

Ireland.

Clancy read several poems by

winning, he said.

year, Clancy and his Irish studies

a grocery store putting bottles of

will be back

next

year,

progress being made in the art

same tune.

every year," Anderson said. "We're

audience he had prepared well for

Jamieson,

This is challenging, particularly

and "Lamentation of the Old

Savannahians

and

for much of the

studying fine arts, carried the

lost none of his playful vigor over

how

efforts

community of his or her peers.
when there is the chance of not

Despite

the

leads the study abroad trips to
Argentinian,

"We just come here and drink

over by young angry men and

congratulate

"Seized."

1916"

declaring Ireland a r epublic, , for a

Jensen went on to recognize

ceramics category for her piece

Yeats, including "Easter,

stage — on e for every year he has

have been at Armstrong.

Dunning, an English major, also

at Armstrong since 1974 and has

given held the event. He told his

the fine arts department has

create work for an exhibition,

one's soul if you will — to not

combined Irish literature and Irish

attendance and willingness to
help others for example.
closing remarks on how excited

oneself

celebrate Stt Patrick's Day, so we

Three-

she won second place in fabric

artwork to be judged is to put

Armstrong should have. a party to

"Latino

Satire

in One: Lydiana," for which

students was starting a piece

back for more every year.

A

congratulating all of those who

Jensen's

is a dry campus. Despite the

work

Stereotypes,

had completed and submitted

assignment," he said.

lecture, despite the fact Armstrong

studies,

specialty, inspirational and class

March 6, with an opening speech

satisfy

Clancy offered Irish coffee after his

Irish

among other awards. "It feels good

than

^ Sticking with the Irish theme,

Home

to win. I've been here six years and

when you do that, when you

favorite Irish poet, W.B. Yeats,

Deborah

Angela

Art

"You know what happens

listened to poems from Clancy's

in

Juried

Jensen began his speech by

talk, which gets its name from Irish

drinking and Irish music."

Student

Green,
and

Exhibition Reception kicked off

ceramic sculpture.

8 in Jenkins Hall. The Dangerfield

Specializing

each other's talent

ceramic,
medium,

printmaking and fabric.

having my own displayed.

spring for, probably, hundred

Jensen also pointed out the
efforts being taken to improve

''It feels really great to be
recognized for working so hard,

the

fine

arts

experience

for

Armstrong students.
"There has been a real strong
effort to get students involved."

The overall first place award,-

And of course, part of this

the Juror's Award, was won by

effort is the Fine Arts Gallery and

Clay "Clemens

exhibitions and shows it holds. It

astonishing

"I worked on [my piece] last

department has grown.

Whimsy's

for his rather
painting

Gone....There's

"The

allows students the chance to win

No

recognition for the hard work

More Whimsy."

they have spent so much time on.

'OzThe Great and Powerful' does the trick
By TODD PER KINS
Staff Columnist
It has been over 70 years since
Victor
of Oz"

Heming's
was

"The

is King as the China Girl that steals

use of 3-D, the best since Martin

the entire flick. Every scene that

blown tornado.

Scorsese's

doll is in works, and she manages

makes it worthwhile.

Soon after, he finds himself in

Wizard

released back

on a hot air balloon that makes its
way straight into die path of a full

in

to be one of the film's highlights.

"Hugo,"

more

than

There are bound to be some

the magical land of Oz and comes

Raimi's film works on many

viewers who walk out of the theater

across diree witches — T heodora

levels, though there are some minor

wanting something more complex,

1939, becoming one of the most

(Mila

(Rachel

flaws. The writing is predictable,

but those wanting a movie that is

important films in cinema history.

Weisz),

(Michelle

and some of the acting is way over

capable of entertaining today's

Now, director Sam Raimi delivers

Williams)

flying monkey

the top, but that is part of the fun

audience and yet is also able to

Kunis),
and
—

Evanora
Glinda
a

"Oz the Great and Powerful" to die

named Finley (Zach Braff), a china

of "Oz the Great and Powerful."

operate as a companion piece to

big screen, a prequel to L. Frank

doll that's tougher than she appears

Raimi is a talented director, and

the 1939 film will surely have a fun

Baum's original work.

(Joey King) and other citizens that

his beautiful imagery and stunning

time at the movies.

After big Hollywood adaptations

all look to Oscar to become the

of fantasy stories such as "Alice

great Wizard of Oz and defeat the

in Wonderland" and the "Harry

evil Wicked Witch.

Potter"

films,

that

film

a

it
as

makes

influential

Silver screen

The story may seem simplistic,

sense

but its nature fits in widi the

as

"Wizard" should be tackled next.

spirit of its predecessor. Just as

to bring that world to ilfe while also

Unfortunately, there are so many

Dorodiy joined her companions

adding his own subde touches such

3.5 out of 5 wizards

budget films.
However, he pulls off the cocky

factors that come into play when

the scarecrow, the tin man and

as h is twisted and manic camera

and charismatic

revisiting a beloved franchise that

the cowardly lion down the yellow

movements reminiscent

enough he is like
able and enjoyable

it is nearly impossible to satisfy fans

brick road, Oz and company set

early horror flicks like "The Evil

to watch, even if some may feel

wanting to return to Oz.

out on their own adventure that

Dead."

he is miscast. Weisz and Braff are

blends seamlessly with the events

This story opens at a small time

in Fleming's film.

carnival where amateur magician

of his

character

well

Franco has the ability to be a

splendid in supporting parts and

great actor, as seen in films like

make the most out of the time they

Franco)

Raimi has a touch for visible

"Milk" and "127 Houfs," but

are given, and Williams is perfect

performs his act as th e Great and

flare, evident in his Spider-Man

the role of Oz may be a bit of a

in the role of the good witch.

Oscar

Diggs

(James

Powerful Oz to the unassuming

movies, and his unique style is

stretch for the actor, who is usually

Unfortunately, Kunis falls flat in

country

of Kansas. After

perfect for this type of fantasy

known for his introverted, isolated

what could potentially have been

messing around with the Strong

project. The look of Oz is distinctive

performances

independent

the most exciting part in the film.

Man's wife, Oz is forced to run away

and memorable, and Raimi is able

dramas when not working on big

All die other performances aside, it

folk

in

Directed by Sam Raimi
Produced by Walt Disney Pictures and Roth Films
Rated P6 for Sequences of action and scary images, and brief mild language
Starring James Franco, Mila Kunis, Rachel Weisz, Michelle Williams, Zach .
Braff, Bill Cobbs and Joey King
Now showing at Regal Savannah Stadium 10, Carmike 10, Spotlight Theatres
Eisenhower Square Cinema 6, Victory Square Stadium 9, Pooler Stadium
Cinemas 12 and Royal Cinemas Pooler
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Crime
FROM PAGE 1

Louk questioned three of die
individuals involved. However,
they were unwilling to cooperate
with divulging information
related to the altercation and
refused medical treatment. No
arrests were made.

Former student banned
Officer
Kristin
Toro
responded to a UPD dispatcher's
information March 3 concerning
a student who requested a
weekend permit for his mother's
vehicle. Upon looking up
the vehicle's registration, the
dispatcher noticed the caractually
belonged to a former student,
Gia Bradshaw. The dispatcher
denied the weekend permit.
During off-campus vehicle
checks, Officer Logan Woods
informed Toro the Blue Honda
CRV belonging to Bradshaw was
parked in the Kroger parking
lot. Woods and Toro suspected
Bradshaw to be visiting a specific
dorm room on campus. Police
went to the undisclosed residence
in University Crossings at
around 2:15 a.m. and discovered
Bradshaw was indeed inside the
room.
Bradshaw was banned from
university housing and instructed
that if she returned she would be
cited for criminal trespassing.The
student was cited for violating
University Housing policy for
permitting an overnight visitor.
Domestic Disturbance at UT

Tennis
FROM PAGE 1

women, Barbora Krtikova
went down in a three set
battle that was decided in a
third set tie break. Krtikova
took the first set 6-2, but
went on to lose to the second
set and the tie break for the
final score of 6-2, 3-6, 9-11.
The No. 2 player, Filipovski

March 21, 2013

Armstrong
police
officer
Kenneth Louk responded to a
call in reference to a domestic
dispute March 9.
Louk heard a physical
altercation outside of the room.
He also heard someone yell "Let
me go. Just let me leave," and
proceeded to knock on the door.
He identified himself as the
police and heard the same voice
yell "Th e cops are here. Just let
me go. I want to leave."
The noise continued, and
Louk tried to open the apartment
with a key. T he door was bein g
held shut. He attempted to open
the door again but couldn't.
At last, a female student
answered the door and was asked
to step outside of the apartment,
to separate the parties. She
informed Louk her boyfriend
had already left, despite the fact
that he had just heard the two
arguing.
He informed die young man in
the apartment to come out, and
he was patted down for weapons.
A box cutter was found in his
front right pocket.
The couple informed die
officer the two had been arguing
over m oney and who was going
to pay for gas that week.
The argument became physical
as he tried to leave, but his
girlfriend held him back and
stood in front of the door.
The female student admitted
to trying to prevent her boyfriend
from leaving and, while doing so,
fell over a coffee table.
The boyfriend was escorted to
the police department, where he
was riven a ban notice.

won her singles match easily
with the score of 6-2, 6-2. She
believes her play this season
has improved due to her
fitness.
"Last
season,
1
was
undefeated, and 1 felt my game
getting
better,"
FilipoVski
explained. "This season what
changed is that 1 feel faster on
court and maybe physically I
feel more prepared."
Hacke played in the No.
3 spot and came out of her

Butts
FROM PAGE 1
challenge for campuses with a
tobacco or smoke-free policy, and
we recognize that it is not perfect,"
Plaspohl said. "Ideally, this type of
policy should be self-enforced with an
overall sense of community respect.
"The team that worked on policy
implementation will be meeting
again at the end of the semester, and
I expect there will be a recommenda
tion to Dr. Bleicken for supporting
a gentle boost in enforcement,"
Plaspohl continued.
"What we
are experiencing on the Armstrong
campus is typical for schools that
have a young tobacco-free policy in
place."
The constant littering on campus
is something University President
Linda Bleicken is extremely aware of,
and she has once again engaged the
TCTF to come up with a solution.
"This is a concern that has
been expressed to me by students.
What I did at the beginning of the
semester was get together with Sara
Plaspohl and I said 'Sara, I know
there was plan for us to do a sort of
soft enforcement' but students are
coming to me now saying they're
seeing people smoking and that they
don't think it's right," Bleicken said
1 "One of the things I've said they
can do is, it's pretty simple actually,
is to walk up to smokers on campus
and remind that there is still a
non-smoking ordinance on campus.
That would be first step. I know
Sara has an ongoing group and I
asked her to take this issue up and
bring a solution to the table. I do
believe that a recommendation is
forthcoming."
During
Armstrong's
Treasure
Savannah event, even Armstrong
Police Chief Wayne Wilcox helped
pick up cigarette butts on campus,
but he understands that smokers are
not going to stop overnight.
"There had to be a learning

match with a 6-0, 6-1 score.
Perez only dropped
two
games in her victory, winning
6-2, 6-0. Kalodzitsa beat her
opponent in a tight two set
match. The final score for her
match was 6-2, 7-6 (7-4). In the
sixth spot, Jessica Gardefjord
double bagelled her opponent
to earn the 6-0, 6-0 victory.
The men's team didn't drop
a point against the Valdosta
State Trailblazers. Mydia won
his match without much of

period. There really did. If we had
started doing a harsh enforcement
immediately, people would. have
been like 'Whoa, whoa, why aren't
you trying to work with people?' We
get it, really. It's an addiction. It's
not something that people are going
to stop doing. It takes time and
effort," Wilcox said.
"There is no one size fits all
solution, there's always going to be
some person who takes issue with it.
It's definitely not an easy solution.
In a perfect world, people would
realize that it's really unhealthy for
you and stop immediately but it's
not that simple."
If the littering doesn't stop,
Bleicken fears that a harsher
enforcement may have to be enacted.
"Our hope was that we would not
have to get into some sort of citation
routine but that may be where we
wind up," Bleicken said. "I think
what's disturbing to me on at least
two standpoints.
"One is that we have collectively
come to a place where we have
a policy that was signed off on by
the shared governance groups, the
student government association, the
faculty senate and the staff council.
"Everyone said yes, and we moved
forward on it, so it concerns me that
there was something supported in a
broad based way and we basically
have people who are thumbing their
nose at it."
In the end, something needs
to be done to curb the littering,
Bleicken addbd, not only for the
Plant Operations staff but also for
the sake of the campus.
"We know that smoking creates
a health hazard, there's tons of
research. But I think that the bottom
line is that I pick cigarette butts on a
regular basis," she said.
"So what does it say when you
think your campus is a dump, that
you can throw trash wherever you
want? That's offensive to me and
I think it should be offensive to
those of us who value this beautiful
campus. It's not a trash can."

a contest, taking down his
opponent 6-0, 6-0. Regan
solidified another point for
the Pirates with his 6-4, 6-4
win. The No. 3 player for
the Pirates, Lalic, was also
triumphant in beating his
opponent. Lalic won his
match 6-1, 6-1.
Scocuglia won 6-0, 6-2
against Jasyk while Pablo Gor
defeated Haake 6-4, 6-1.
, The No. 6 player for the
Pirates, Kononov, had an easy

day on court, winning 6-1, 6-0.
"There was no specific game
plan today on court for me.
I just played well playing my
game," Kononov stated. "And
luckily, it worked against my
opponent."
The team also went to Las
Vegas over spring break to
take on some non-conference
teams.
The
tournament
provided the team with match
play for the break.
"We have played in a lot of

matches and this is like our
spring break," Kononov said.
"We get some match play,
but it's nothing serious. It's a
little break from Savannah."
"My team and I are ready,"
Filipovski elaborated. "We
don't need to play really good,
we just have to be solid and
outperform the other teams."
Outperforming
the
other
teams is what they did as both
teams won all three of their
matches.
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No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you,
^Joseph's f Candler
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